For some kids it is hard to stay focused and not distract someone else so like after a test and play a game or text another example my grade was low but when my teacher let me listen to my music it started to improve. Another reason I think people should be able to have a cell phone because lots of people need music to do there work because for an example my grade was low but when my teacher let me listen to my music it started to improve. Again another reason I think people should be able to have there cell phone because of important reasons like if your parents might not be able to pick them up so they can catch the bus but they can’t find their way out of school. Another reason I think students should be able to have their phone because of spelling reasons.

For some kids it is hard to stay focused and distract someone else so after a test and play a game or text another friend that is done without talking or distracting others.

Reader recognizes the use of evidence in relation to claims the writer makes. Students
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Reader sees little to no use of direct emotional language (affect).

Student Examples
The other reason is because some students will want to go to the games or do sports or after school activities so if they don't have phones then how will they contact their parents?? So yes I do think that phones or whatever kids bring to school these days should be allowed in school because we don't want kids at the schools until 10:30 at night do we??

There are some good things about using cell phones in class. For one, they help the school save a lot of money and stress from trusting the kids with the new computers. Another reason is that it is easier to keep internet homework home. Also you can save money and the planet by using less electricity!!!!!!!!!!!!!! It is also easier to keep kids learning and get it better. It can also if used right can improve test scores!!!

Student Examples
Showing up at school comes along with the choice of applying yourself to get the work done, and get good grades. Many kids care about the grades they receive, others don't. There are computers that are provided (or you at school), but how easy is it to get out a phone that goes EVERYWHERE with them, and kill up the internet? With the new technology these days, the computers are much more time consuming as opposed to a smartphone.

There is a saying: "With great power, comes great responsibility." A true saying true. There should be another quote saying: "With a cell phone in class, comes great games... (and), responsibility or whatever." An outlook for some (but not all) teenagers with cell phones. With the autonomy of bringing a cell phone in class comes the temptation to use the cell phone in class, depriving students of learning or causing disruptions during class time.

Student Examples
Student Examples
Reader recognizes some direct emotional language but with little clear reference to an audience or community.
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Student Examples
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Student Examples
Student Examples
Reader recognizes a concluding summary composed substantially of the writer’s important claim(s).

Student Examples
As a student and knowing what it is like to experience the hole cellphone during class thing i hope this helps you while trying to decide whether to allow cell phones in the classroom.

These are some of the pros and cons of cellphone usage in class. Although some people might not agree with what I have said others may see the point i am trying to get a crossed. Cell phones can be used for good or bad, but let’s not punish everyone for one person’s mistake.

Reader sees consistent and appropriate uses of direct emotional language as form of reasoning appropriate for the audience.

Student Examples
Many schools districts, as well as our own, struggle on a daily basis with financial problems. Money doesn’t grow on trees, unfortunately, and because of this, schools are limited to what they can purchase for their schools. Computers and laptops are very expensive to purchase. Especially when buying them for an entire school. This is another reason why using Smart Phones and other electronic devices is crucial in a school environment.

So you tell me, would you have 3/4 of your class listening to music or playing games, while only 25% of the kids in the classroom are actually taking in and listening to what your saying, or would you have all eyes and ears on you, when you’re talking and have their full attention?

Student Examples
Students are also suppose to be treated more like adults in high school and being able to use phones is being treated like adults. Finally, if students were able to use their smart phones and isn’t it how to use computers or any other technological device it would save the school a lot of money.

Right now the pros outweigh the risks. So if you were thinking about allowing the usage of phones in school or the classroom this is why you should. Smart phones are becoming more and more popular, will save money if the school board stops buying new technology and uses phones, are faster than our old computers, and are more portable. These have been the reasons on why phones should be allowed in the school and classroom.
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Reader recognizes a concluding summary.
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Reader recognizes a concluding summary composed substantially of the writer’s important claim(s).
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